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A Vagabond Life

JOHN FREELY
A renowned travel writer and early pioneer of bringing the wonders
of Turkey to western audiences, John Freely is one of our last great,
globe-trotting storytellers.
After returning from WWII, Freely met and fell in love with a
beautiful girl, his own Penelope, and together they travelled the
world.
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This unforgettable memoir takes the reader from the streets of
New York to the corridors of provincial campus life; from World
War II in the Pacific to the shores of the Bosphorus and from
Ancient Troy to the isles of Dionysus and Ariadne. It is the story
of a remarkable odyssey that has spanned nine decades, several
continents and one great love.

Praise for The Art of Exile
‘Imagine Zorba the Greek as a wandering Irishman from Brooklyn and you have the beginnings of John
Freely. Freely is a born storyteller and an expert on everything from mysticism to physics to the back
streets of Athens, Istanbul and Venice. The only danger of reading this book is envy for such a dazzling
life.’ - STEPHEN KINZER
‘Always, as he writes, “sailing into the wind”, John Freely provides a wonderful portrait of Istanbul and
Athens in their Bohemian heyday’ - PHILIP MANSEL

About the Author
JOHN FREELY J was born in 1926 in Brooklyn. In 1944, at the age of 17, he enlisted in the US Navy and
spent the last two years of World War II serving with a commando unit in Burma and China. In 1960
John and his family moved to Istanbul where aside from his travels across the world, he has lived
ever since. He is the author of over 40 acclaimed travel and history books, including Strolling through
Istanbul, The Western Shores of Turkey, Strolling through Venice, Inside the Seraglio, Children of Achilles,
Light from the East, Celestial Revolutionary and The Grand Turk (all I.B.Tauris Publishers).
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